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AFGHANISTAN 
ICCT Quarterly Pipeline Tracking Report (Jul - Sep 2020)
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HEALTH
Main challenge: There is high chance of a pipeline break for PPE kits, 
diagnostic kits and RNA extraction kits because of global shortages. 

Personal Protective Equipment

Projected requirements: 

450,000 kits (450,000 people) 

Stock in country: 

115,000 kits
(115,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

78,000 kits 

(78,000 people)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Diagnostic Test

Projected requirements: 

50,000 kits (50,000 people) 

Stock in country: 

68,000 kits
(68,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

55,000 kits 

(55,000 people)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

RNA Extraction Kit

Projected requirements: 

50,000 kits (50,000 people) 

Stock in country: 

45,000 kits
(45,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

35,000 kits 

(35,000 people)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Diarrheal Disease/Cholera Complete Kit

Projected requirements: 

432 kits (432,000 people) 
Risk of
pipeline 
break

Emergency Health Kit (basic)

Emergency Health Kit (supplementary)

Stock in country: 

212 kits
(212,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

80 kits 

(80,000 people)

Stock in country: 

21 kits
(210,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

12 kits 

(120,000 people)

Background
This snapshot shows the projected status of key humanitarian supply pipelines 
at the national and regional level for a set of relief items that are regularly 
stockpiled in Afghanistan or that are now essential for the COVID-19 response 
(WASH and Health). Not all stockpiled items are included. The needs reflect the 
revised HRP (published in June), including specific supplies required for the 
COVID-19 response.  Due to the unprecedented scale of the COVID-19 
pandemic, many countries continue to be affected by global supply shortages. 
Global and national-level efforts are currently underway to address pipeline 
issues. Border closures and COVID-19-related movement restrictions are also 
affecting supply lines. Supplies not yet in country may have uncertain date of 
arrival depending on transport costs and level of funding.

Key Messages
From July to September some Health supplies are at risk because of global 
shortages and high consumption rates, while supplies of water kits and chlorine 
drums are at risk of imminent pipeline breaks. WASH, FSAC, and Nutrition are 
also facing funding gaps with implications for the procurement of supplies. This 
is particularly true for certain food items that have an up to 6 month                  
procurement lead time. Humanitarians emphasise the critical importance of 
maintaining a reliable flow of traffic for humanitarian cargo and advocate for 
expedited movement of humanitarian food and relief items through border 
crossings. 

Low

MediumProjected requirements: 

450 kits (450,000 people) 

Projected requirements: 

25 kits (250,000 people) 
Risk of
pipeline 
break

Low

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stock in country: 

350 kits
(350,000 people)

High

High

Medium
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Stock in country: 

9 kits
(90,000 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

5 kits 

(50,000 people)

WATER, SANITATION & HYGIENE
Main challenge: The existing stock of water kits and chlorine drums will 
run out in mid-July while hygiene kits may run out by end August. This is 
worrying given the need for an urgent response to COVID-19-affected 
people. There is also a funding gap of US$653,675 for the procurement 
of supplies. Gap in funding also prevents key partners from buying soap 
where it is available on the local market (soap is a core supply but not 
included in the pipeline calculations due to local availability). 

Hygiene Kits

Projected requirements: 

45,262 kits (316,834 people) 

Stock in country: 

36,555 kits
(255,885 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

36,900 kits 

(258,300 people)

N: -2,814 Kits
CH: 1,841 Kits 
SE: -2,055 Kits

NE: -4,184 Kits
C: 781 Kits
S: -2,068 Kits

W: 2,553 Kits
E: -2,761 Kits

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Aug 2020

Medium

Water Kits

Projected requirements: 

15,087 kits (105,609 people) 

Stock in country: 

2,197 kits
(15,379 people)

N: -806 Kits
CH: -301 Kits 
SE: -1,136 Kits

NE: -1,528 Kits
C: -1,584 Kits
S: -2,807 Kits

W: -3,372 Kits
E: -1,356 Kits

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Jul 2020

High

Chlorine drums (HTH-65% active chlorine)

Projected requirements: 

633 drums (316,500 people) 

Stock in country: 

39 drums
(19,500 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

300 drums
(150,000 people)

N: -60 drums
CH: -14 drums
SE: -47 drums

NE: -80 drums
C: -74 drums
S: -110 drums

W: -137 drums
E: -72 drums

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Jul 2020

High

Trauma Kit

Stock in country: 

11 kits
(2,750 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

10 kits 

(2,500 people)

MediumProjected requirements: 

50 kits (12,500 people) 
Risk of
pipeline 
break

Non-Communicable Disaeases (NCD) Kit

Projected requirements: 

20 kits (200,000 people) 
Risk of
pipeline 
break

Medium
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FOOD SECURITY & AGRICULTURE
Main challenge: FSAC anticipates an imminent shortfall of pulses and 
vegetable oil, as well as a partial shortfall of iodised salt. Shortfall in 
iodised salt will be covered by incoming shipment scheduled for 
mid-August. Due to a lack of immediately available funding for the 
former and a longer procurement lead time (over 6 months) FSAC will 
not be able to cover the shortfall for pulses and vegetable oil in time. 
Additional and more flexible advanced funding to prevent similar 
shortfall going forward is needed. The current funding gap is US$2.7 
million for in-kind food procurement. 

In-kind Food Assistance 

Projected requirements: 

20,126 mt (1,174,017 people) 

Stock in country: 

15,675 mt
(914,393 people)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

21,428 mt
(1,250,016 people)

N: 1,233 mt
CH: 0 mt
SE: 0 mt

NE: -702 mt
C: -332 mt
S: -981 mt

W: -1,274 mt
E: -2,395 mt

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Jul 2020

High

EMERGENCY SHELTER & NFI
Main challenge: The cluster is experiencing shipment and clearance 
delays. Regional pipelines at risk of breaking require replenishment 
from the national stockpile; and delays associated with security and 
COVID-19 movement restrictions have temporarily interrupted this 
replenishment. 

Emergency Shelter Kits

Projected requirements: 

9,331 kits (65,317 people) 

Stock in country: 

15,876 kits
(111,132 people)

N: 674 Kits
CH: -439 Kits 
SE: -1,212 Kits

NE: -1,746 Kits
C: 4,828 Kits
S: 1,321 Kits

W: 1,518 Kits
E: 1,602 Kits

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Aug 2020

Emergency NFI Kits

Projected requirements: 

26,789 kits (187,523 people) 

Stock in country: 

59,763 kits
(418,341 people)

N: 3,892 Kits
CH: -1,080 Kits 
SE: -3,076 Kits

NE: -3,719 Kits
C: 25,347 Kits
S: 5,615 Kits

W: -2,252 Kits
E: 8,247 Kits

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

7,001 kits
(49,007 people)

Low

Low

Emergency Shelter Repair Kits

Projected requirements: 

1,281 kits (8,965 people) 

Stock in country: 

5,636 kits
(39,452 people)

N: 133 Kits
CH: 191 Kits 
SE: 106 Kits

NE: 239 Kits
C: 1,633 Kits
S: 636 Kits

W: 727 Kits
E: 690 Kits

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Stocks status in regions

Low

Note: Movement restrictions measures imposed due to COVID-19 may delay the 
replenishment of ES/NFI stockpiles in various regions.
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EDUCATION
Main challenge: School bags, blackboards and floor mats have arrived 
at Karachi port and customs clearance is underway. Schools remain 
closed until the end of August and thus the risk of pipeline breaks 
remains low. 

School Bags

Projected requirements: 

150,000 kits (150,000 children) 

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

150,000 bags 

(150,000 children)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Blackboards

Projected requirements: 

3,000 boards (75,000 children) 

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

3,000 boards 

(75,000 children)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Floor Mats

Projected requirements: 

6,000 mats (150,000 children) 

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

6,000 mats 

(150,000 children)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Low

Low

Low

NUTRITION
Main challenge: COVID-19 related border restrictions and complicated 
customs clearance are causing delays. There is also funding gap of 
US$3.3 million to procure 70,000 cartons of RUTF.

Ready-To-Use Therapeutic Food (RUTF)

Projected requirements: 

60,000 cartons (66,000 children) 

Stock in country: 

36,300 cartons
(10,815 children)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

153,000 cartons 

(168,750 children)

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Jul 2020

Medium

Ready-To-Use Supplementary Food (RUSF)

Projected requirements: 

1,476 mt (164,000 children/PLW) 
Risk of
pipeline 
break

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Sep 2020

Supercereal

Risk of
pipeline 
break

Expected month 
of pipeline break: 
Oct 2020

Medium

Medium

Stock in country: 

1,446 mt
(159,060 children/PLW)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

56 mt 

(6,160 children/PLW)

Projected requirements: 

2,419 mt (107,511 children/PLW) 

Stock in country: 

1,678 mt
(74,578 children/PLW)

In pipeline (not yet in country): 

969 mt 

(42,959 children/PLW)


